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 Like most young boys, and a handful of young girls, I grew up obsessed with Lego sets. 

My brothers and I spent a signi;cant fraction of our lives together pulling out drawers from the 

plastic bins where we kept spare blocks and <ipping through monthly catalogs coveting the 

newest sets. We constantly harassed our parents to buy us new ones, and spent years fruitlessly 

submitting our designs to the Lego club magazine. Our Lego sets were the crown jewels of our toy 

collections, and any time we le= home for more than a few days on vacation, our Legos would 

come along.

 Because the Lego set is so tightly woven into the memories of my childhood, it’s di>cult 

to unravel it and examine it as an objective item of general childhood imaginations. ?e 

overwhelming indicative power of my own imagination and my own fancies about the made-up 

universe of plastic men are hard to distinguish from the larger patterns of imagination to which 

the Lego universe corresponds. Just in the same way that a critical interpretation of a fantasy book 

read long ago will always maintain some emotional valence with those former provisional systems 

of meaning, my critical interpretation of the cultural implication of Lego worlds will always be 

cloaked in the vestiges of what I remember from playing with them myself. When I examine the 

particular substyles of medieval fantasy o@ered in the Lego universe, for example, I have to be 

careful not to pigeonhole them into the tripartite categorization of claims that my two brothers 

and I held on them. It is important to remember that my childhood reminiscences, while useful 

points of reference in anchoring broader constellations of meaning, can never alone make up a 

totality of experiences drawn from the imaginative experience of Lego worlds.

 ?is di>culty, however, does not render Legos any less interesting or less important a 

subject of research. As one of the most iconic and beloved childhood toys, Lego sets occupy a 

unique semiotic place that is constantly in dialogue with children’s conceptions of fantasy and 

otherworlds. ?is is a multidirectional dialogue: on one hand, Lego images record and document 

the otherworlds which children think of and demand to see; on the other, the Legos themselves 
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fashion and fabricate a collective notion of fantasy amongst the children who use them. A child 

may get his heart set a Lego model of a dragon and a wizard because he has tapped in to a vast 

system of cultural identity which places special emphasis on the Arthurian mythological 

tradition. Once he has that set, its particular style begins to calcify his speci;c articulation of this 

shared imaginary system into images and stories. In this way, the Lego universe generates new 

myths of fantasy at the same time that it records pre-existing ones.

 In this paper, I will attempt to depict the images of the Lego universe as a fantasy 

microcosm onto which children translate the ideas they have inherited about the supernatural 

and the superhuman from existing cultural modes and through which they produce new, highly 

personalized articulations of those ideas. An examination of several speci;c ‘worlds’ of the Lego 

universe and their juxtapositions next to the fantasy ideals which they draw from and help to 

rede;ne is used to situate this microcosm within the realm of fantasy. Additionally, I argue that 

the social space of Lego culture in terms of gender and class portrays ways in which fantasy helps 

to determine identity amongst children. Finally, I make the case that the Lego universe represents 

a ‘constructivist’ mode of reality in which children revel in authorial control over an image-space 

and act out utopian dreams of their social and psychological existence.

The Castle world and adventures in the feudal past.

 Perhaps Lego’s most recognizable world, and the one most deeply indebted to the shared 

cultural images of the Western world, is the Castle series. ?e various tribes and styles of the 

Castle world have undergone slight changes throughout the years, but its central imagery has 

remained remarkably stable. Castle sets presuppose a generalized, sanitized view of medieval life 

perhaps around 1200–1300 CE in which kings, knights, and footsoldiers coexist with ghosts, 

dragons, serpents.
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 It is unlikely that the Castle world would have much appeal to anyone without some 

framework of cultural familiarity with the Western tradition of feudal heros. ?ere is an 

extraordinarily direct mimicking in these sets: the Castle world takes Arthurian totems and 

distills them down into recognizable types. Historical myth has taken British medieval history 

and recuperated through an image of a highly strati;ed, well-functioning social hierarchy in 

which military relationships prevailed in establishing a consequent 

chain of familial and social relationships. In Set #6103, Castle Mini-

Figures, the identity systems of the Castle world are laid out quite 

clearly. A nobleman with a sword ;ghts a forest rebel. ?e noble is 

backed up by the King’s army, consisting of two knights bearing 

lion and eagle insignia and a peasant with a pitchfork; the rebel has 

his archer at his back.

 ?ese are all images which have been played out over and over again in Western history. 

?e black-and-white eagle of the national armor is a foundational mythological symbol of 

European authority, replayed everywhere from Babylonian seals to the Austrian coat of arms to 

the uniforms of Nazi Germany. ?is is an ancient icon of power and imperialism; in the third 

millennium BCE, the Sumerian god Ningirisu, god of fertility, war, and storm, “appears 

as the master controlling ‘the order of the Heavens,’ [and] the lion-headed eagle Imgi or 

Imdugud is the attribute of this god.”1 It is notable that the pitchfork-wielding peasant 

does not enjoy the armor or the symbol of the king’s regular troops; instead, he instead 

wears what appears to be a coarse tunic complete with a burlap bag for whatever 

meager possessions he may have acquired. He serves (willingly, one supposes) 

alongside the knights but he remains outside of them—in this way, the perfect representation of 
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the rough ‘commoner’ who assists in the exploits of bravery but leaves the serious business of 

heroism in the hands of the crest-bearing, sword-wielded Elect of the nobility.

 What is particularly interesting is that the Castle world is not a single-strand mythological 

epic. ?e Lego world suggests no clear, rigid oppositional story between ‘light’ and ‘dark,’ no 

antihuman villains against which the noblemen might triumph and display their chivalry. Instead, 

the Castle world o@ers a complex series of subworlds, some of which suggest nefarious dealings 

with the dark, others which suggests rebellious activity, but none of which qualify as evil. 

 For example, sets belonging to the Black Knights subworld of the 

Castle series o=en came with a glow-in-the dark ghost, and the Black 

Knights’ heraldry is adorned with a brightly colored serpent-dragon. 

Beyond the dark images suggested in their name alone, the Black 

Knights are roguish soldiers, taken to conjuring and communicating 

with supernatural creatures. In Set #6034, Black Monarch’s Ghost, the vaguely sinister ruler of the 

Knights summons the clan’s ghost while a gray falcon looks on. ?e Black Knights are o@ered in 

direct contrast to the Royal Knights, whose lion heraldry and drawbridge 

castles represent the recognized and supposedly upstanding noble power of the 

Crown. ?e di@erences between Set #6008, Royal King, and the Black 

Monarch are quite extraordinary. Not only do we have a King as opposed to 

the nefarious-sounding Monarch, but his golden sword, crown, and proud gaze directly out of the 

box make a sharp contrast with the Black Monarch’s lance, helmet, and guileful sideways stare.

 Meanwhile, the Forestmen and Wolfpack subworlds represent the tradition of the wild, 

unkempt bands of the woods who live camou<aged, sneaky lives and interrupt the established 

order of monarchies and lords. Set #6071, Forestmen’s Crossing, shows the felt-wearing band of 

rebels hiding out in their boreal lair, stashing away a treasure chest, and practicing their archery 

and spear skills. ?e scene is messy and jumbled in comparison to the precise organization of the 
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king’s military, and the ;gures are shown as lithe and acrobatic. 

?ey are the Castle world’s version of the Robin Hood myth, the 

silent, skilled hunters who lethally intervene in the urbanized 

world. ?ey are the same sort of people valorized in Tom Brown, 

Jr.’s !e Way of the Scout and in his ‘tracker school’—people 

somehow closer to nature, connected to the earth and able to move 

in and out of conventional human societies at ease.

 ?e Wolfpack convene a di@erent subworld of rebels: the rowdy rough-riders. With 

mustachioed, unshaven, and o=en eye-patched heads, the Wolfpack interrupt the nobles’ 

systematics by bumbling and bravado. All of the imagery o@ered corroborates this, as in Set 

#6038, Wolfpack Renegades. Here we ;nd our ;rst black horse, 

accompanied by hooded men with a motley cart full of stolen goods 

and the nefarious grey falcon (the Wolfpack also had run-ins with 

ghosts in another of their hideouts). One imagines the Wolfpack 

returning to a tavern in order to drink themselves into merriment a=er 

their raid, and in all their faces a look of gru@ arrogance is evident. ?e Wolfpack imagery taps 

into a cultural myth of the beast-like people, the ones who come from the depths of nature in the 

same way that the Forestmen come from its heights. ?ey are swarthy and broad-shouldered, 

perhaps evoking Roma or other European indigents who countermanded the historical telos of 

the illuminated Anglo conqueror.

 Even if the Black Knights are mysterious, the Forestmen are clandestine, and the Wolfpack 

rowdy, none of them qualify as evil. ?is is an important quali;cation to make. No doubt part of 

this is a result of business decisions on the part of the Lego Corporation—perhaps no child would 

have asked for the outright ‘evil’ set. But they do o@er a chance for children to stray from the 

upstanding, conventional roles de;ned by the noble heroics of the Royal Knights. In presenting 
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subworlds of tribes who, in their own special ways, drew power from wizards and ghosts, 

robberies and heists, and interventions with the established order, the Castle world endorses the 

bizarre and the supernatural in a way that children intuitively recognize.

 ?is is not an idiosyncracy of the the Lego world. ?e fantasy of Western feudal society is 

densely laced with interactions of darkness and paganism. Christianity has been laid on top of 

them as a veneer, but the light-versus-dark binarism of Christian doctrine cannot account for 

Merlin’s knowledge of potions, the archetype of the helpful witch, or the worlds of giants, gnomes, 

elves, and fairies. ?ese pagan powers are all to an extent what the ‘dark’ subworlds of the Castle 

series approach, and their popularity amongst children con;rms the continued relevancy of these 

shared myths in our common semiotic order.

Pirates, Wild West, and confrontations with renegades.

 ?e fantastic element of transgressing social and legal order is even more apparent in the 

Lego worlds which deal in adventure outside of state boundaries, on the frontier and on the 

ocean. ?roughout history, these border areas have been the places where young people run to 

create worlds that are free from the conventional dictates of home life. While very few teenagers 

leave home to become a pirate or a frontiersman in contemporary life, the mythic epic of this life 

still remains—especially so amongst Americans. ?ese are places which were fantastic when they 

were real, and, now having mostly passed from the face of the earth on account of the 

globalization of civilization, they remain fantastic places in imagination.

 ?ey are also the scenes of High Adventure in a way that medieval settings are not. ?e 

feudal imagination and the Castle Lego world observes a strict code of allegiances and positions, 

and the stories told in them acquire reverence based on their communication with the traditional 

heroic patterns of the past. On the edge of civilization, these constructs no longer apply, and the 
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stage is le= wide open for performances of rebellion, individualization, and a culture of 

impresarios.

 Set #6260, Shipwreck Island, o@ers a peek into this 

disorganized fantasy world. Two characters, presumably washed 

up on an isolated island, have no real recognizable allegiance to 

any group. ?e ;gure rowing the makeshi= coracle appears by 

his shirt and tricorne to be some sort of soldier, but his eye-

patch suggests he might not be. Is the ;gure with the 

blunderbuss, unshaven and reminiscent of a Wolfpack member, menacing, or just wild? A Jolly 

Roger <ies over the island, but who does it belong to? Neither of the island’s castaways seem 

particularly concerned about treasure: they have conceded it to 

the monkey. Set #6257, Castaway’s Ra=, also plays on the theme 

of isolation, with three indeterminate characters banded 

together in an unclear alliance aboard a makeshi= lifeboat. And 

who appears to be in command? Not the sideways-looking men 

with guns and swords, but the man with the map—

representing, as it does, the totem of order used to navigate a 

disordered world.

 What is so appealing about these worlds is their ability to o@er this sense of unde;nability.  

?ere is very little boundary-crossing in the arena of feudal myth—characters might disguise 

themselves as things they are not, but they almost always have a fundamental association that 

remains stable. In such a way Cooper’s Dark Rider masquerades as a business acquaintance but 

no switching-of-sides occurs. On the edge of civilization, these switches happen regularly. So it is 

that in Stevenson’s Treasure Island, the canonical text in the pirates-and-soldiers tradition, that 

Long John Silver occupies multiple roles as friendly mentoring cook, former Navy sailor, pirate 
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leader, and runaway loner. He can be all these things because his story occurs in a world where 

the concrete requirements of association have melted away.

 In a sense, everyone is sinister in this world, 

everyone is imagining themselves with a little streak of 

wildness. Consider the protagonists of the Wild West—

the Union soldier, the cowboy, and the ‘bandit’—whose faces are all metered out in di@ering 

degrees of toughness. Certainly the bandit’s is the rudest of all and there is a clear hierarchy of 

civility between the three. But even the soldier, upstanding proxy of Washington’s power, has a 

subtly sneering face. ?e Wild West, these faces imply, is a rough place, a place where even the 

agents of the law are ready and expected to dispense with the niceties of civilized life.

 ?e frontiers also o@ers links into the semiotic systems of other cultures as they are 

engulfed and systematized into Western ideas. By way of Polynesian islanders in the Pirates world 

and Native Americans in the Wild West, these sets ful;ll an obsession with the cultural Other, 

with fanatic non-Western belief systems which we are fascinated and horri;ed by. ?ere is a 

measure of political incorrectness in all of this, of course, but whether we like it or not there 

remains in our common cultural experience a desire to fantasize on the possibility of living in an 

entirely di@erent culture, of worshipping strange gods and wearing strange clothes. Children, too 

young to adopt the detached tone of respectful multiculturalism, are particularly susceptible to 

this infatuation with ethnic di@erence. And, in the fantasy 

worlds of frontier, they are given a taste of it.

 In Set #6262, King Kahuka’s ?rone, the fantasy of 

the non-Western is on full stereotypical display. King 

Kahuka, cryptic and regal under his giant red mask, is 

borne on a litter by two face-painted slaves. Riotously-

colored shields with Polynesian heads on them grace the 
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sides of the throneroom, which is topped by a wild-eyed stone head adorned with bones. At the 

center of the spectacle is a cache of gold surrounded by <ames, and entering from the side are our 

two indeterminate pirates.

 ?ere’s very little here in the way of accurate cultural ethnography of Polynesian life and a 

lot in the way of rather comic racial stereotypes. ?e name ‘Kahuka’ was probably chosen only for 

its sonorous exotic quality and not any legitimate reference. ?e whole scene isn’t too far from the 

blackface actors of the late 19th century who put on exaggerated displays of African American life 

as it was re-imagined by whites. But the point of the Polynesians in the Pirate world isn’t to 

provide documentation of another real cultural system—it’s to provide a scene of an imagined 

cultural system. In doing so, it privileges all the images and types that the imagination exaggerates 

in its articulations of non-Western life.

 ?e same sort of speculation is used to 

create the Native American of the imagination. Set 

#6746, Chief ’s Teepee, is a motley assortment of 

jumbled iconography. A totem pole crowned by a 

falcon, a teepee emblazoned with a zigzags and 

crosses, and a chief wielding a snake all come 

together in a bizarre collation of native motifs which 

bear little relation to reality. But, as above, this is, to a degree, the point—the faculty of fantasy 

does not attempt to create replicas of the real world. Quite the opposite: it is distinctly an anti-

realist activity. Chief ’s Teepee doesn’t show any Sioux encampment that ever really was; instead, it 

documents life as a child might have wanted to live it were he reanimated as a Native American.
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Space Legos and the fetishization of otherworldliness.

 But if adventures on the edge of the civilized world opened the door to experimentations 

with di@erent depictions of the self, it was the Space series which pushed these experiments into 

the realm of complete otherworldliness—both literally and ;guratively.

 ?e Space series are particularly interesting because they represent a realm of unmitigated 

fantasy. While Castle, Pirates, and Wild West took actual historical events and social types and 

pared them down to their imagined ideals, Space took the frameworks of past fantasy and 

refabricated them into a world which had only a limited existing reality. And while the historical 

series worked o@ of the literature and epics already written about those worlds, the futurist series 

were designed at the same time as science-;ction literature was beginning to emerge. ?us, the 

Space Legos actually parallel the growing complexity of our imaginations about outer space, and 

can be considered a ;rst-order artifact of fantasy-ideal production rather than a second-order 

artifact of fantasy-ideal reinterpretation.

 ?e earliest Space sets show a fantasy world closely tied to the actual space exploration of 

the day. Embellishments on reality, rather than dramatic reconceptions of it, characterize these 

artifacts of a time when it was novel simply to be in space. Here is a rare instance where fantasy 

and reality are for the most part coincident with each other—the era of space travel came about so 

quickly during the late 1960s that it remained cloaked in mystery and extravagance. In a way, the 

televised moon landings were as much epics of the imagination as they were of reality, and the 

bizarre feeling of watching the stu@ of wild speculation played out 

in real life was no doubt enough to keep the simple fact of space 

travel fantastic enough in itself in its ;rst years. 

 Set #886, Space Buggy, released in 1979, is typical of this 

style of fantasy. ?e astronaut is clad in a simple white suit with a 

planet icon on its front, and the space buggy is more or less a Lego 
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replica of what the moon landers actually carried with them. Other of the early Space sets 

featured large satellite domes and VHF antennas—technologies which were fairly common for 

the time but still took on a fantastic appearance when contextualized in outer space.

 As space travel became routinized, the Lego Space series, along with science-;ction 

fantasy at large, began to speculate on what sort of fantastic stories might take place on other 

worlds. ?e release of Star Wars in 1977 and the success of the Star Trek franchise no doubt 

helped to push the boundaries of the space imagination further as the basic elements and icons of 

space fantasy became lodged in the public imagination. ?e innovation of Lego’s Space world is a 

fascinating transcript of the ways in which the collective cultural imagination took this new, 

untrammeled venue and wrote additional ;ctional scripts onto it.

 Blacktron, the ;rst subworld of the Space series, introduced the idea of the space 

adventurer-traveler into this fantasy world. Blacktron 

models began playing with the form of space 

exploration beyond simulacra of the Moon. Dispensing 

with the rockets and landers of the pre-existing Space 

sets, Blacktron ships could hover above planets or drive 

on their surface with huge tires. Set #6832, Super Nova 

II, illustrates the glowing tiles and techno-fetishism of 

this new world. I owned this set when I was six, and I 

remember in almost exact detail the button-panel which the pilot used and the electronics box 

behind the cockpit. ?ese stuck out to me because these were the most impossible and fantastic of 

all—maybe I could see an old castle or the USS Constitution in real life, but a sleek button panel 

on a spaceship? !at was something for the imagination to run wild with. Suddenly, the Lego 

Space world became ;xated on imagining fantasy of technology, and, to the detriment of 

characters and clans, began to focus on the novelty of unknown gadgetry.
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 But the old systems of fantasy didn’t take long to catch up and apply 

themselves onto the new space world. With the introduction of Space Police, 

green-suited men with epaulets and security ships, the space world acquired 

the presence of the law, just like the Royal Knights or the Union soldiers. It’s 

notable that the Space world was introduced to law well before it was 

introduced to crime. ?e Space Police were full of references to their role as 

the Space world’s peacekeepers—in the names of sets like #6897 Rebel Hunter 

and #6984 Galactic Mediator—but there were no bands of rebels for them to 

hunt nor any galactic wars for them to mediate.

 Does fantasy thus assume some sort of order and power, even if only a counterforce to be 

fought against? Certainly all of the Lego worlds involve some sort of regimented presence of a 

group which ensures against criminality and lawlessness. In a way, these martial subworlds 

establish a latticework of meaning for the others within them. ?ey extend ;ligrees of rational 

comprehensibility into the fantasy-world, trapping the inchoate imaginations of fantasy within a 

frame of structure and reason.

 ?is is a business which is endemic to fantasy writing. Although the imaginary worlds 

proposed by fantasy are largely anti-realist ones, they are also highly structured, even amongst 

their roguish or independent elements. Pullman has his Magisterium, his coalitions of witches, 

his Jordan College, and his Imperial zeppelins; Cooper has her Old Ones and her organization of 

?e Dark; even Heaney has his legions of bog people and his nationalistic tribes. ?ere is very 

little in the way of true individualism in fantasy—a domain reserved mostly for existentialist 

nightmares of the self. In fantasy, inventive reality is strung between the recognizable structures of 

systemic existing reality in order to prop it up. ?us the idea of the space policeman: he takes an 

understandable frame of meaning and uses it to map out the territory of an unknown imaginary 

world.
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 ?e Space world also introduced the concept of the non-human. ?e 

historical sets featured monkey ;gures and dragon ;gures, but it was not until 

the Droid of the Unitron and Spyrius series that the Lego world acquired the 

concept that the humanoid ;gure itself could be the site of reworkings at the 

hand of fantasy. Technofetishism here reaches its apex with the imagination 

that we will be able to nullify the contingencies of our bodily life through 

circuits and wires. It is not di>cult to imagine children caught up in the 

frustrations of their growing bodies to be particularly taken up with the idea 

of being a robot, and this desire became articulated in the cyber-men of the Space world. ?e 

ultimate conquest of man’s power to imagine over man’s hemming in by physicality, the Droid 

;gure depicts an imaginary world in which the allure of outer space’s otherworldliness allows us 

to shed our bodily hesitations and allow technology to expand into the most basic element of life.

 Curiously, another tradition of fantasy re-emerges in the Lego Space world—the obsession 

with the north. ?e ;rst subworld of the Space series to depict the conditions of an alternate 

planet was the Ice Planet series, a world of white-bearded men driving around spaceships 

mounted on the bottom with skis. ?e packaging of Ice Planet sets show giant ice crystals 

growing up from desolate, snow-swept crevasses, as if 

outer space looked much like Siberia or Franz Josef 

Land. One can reasonably imagine Pullman’s 

panserbjørne to show up at any time. Set #6834, 

Celestial Sled, is typical of this bizarre mashup: a 

triple-ski sled with a radar dome and electri;ed 

chainsaws.

 Why no tropical-island planets or mangrove-swamp planets or Sahara-desert planets? 

Why, of all Earth’s unforgiving landscapes to duplicate in outer space, did Lego Space end up 
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including the tundra? It does not seem too much a stretch to claim that it is 

a document of the allure of the north, a subtle nod to the calci;ed Western 

tradition of believing some ancestral culture resides in the snow and ice. 

?e Ice Planet men are all depicted as older, almost wizardly, with white 

hair and mustaches. ?ey are the wisdom-keepers of the Space world, and 

they follow from the cultural cues of Merlin and Merriman Lyon.

Towns, cities, and everyday life: imagining social democracy.

 To a large extent, fantasy is in the business of utopias. Fantasy worlds emphasize the parts 

of life which people which people desire the most (adventure, power, control) and map out the 

ways in which individuals form an imaginary world of the future. It is escapist, perhaps, but it also 

generates and prepares for new conceptions of the future according to the most ambitious scope 

of the imagination.

 It is along this line of utopianism that the Lego 

universe’s fantastic worlds are synchronized with its 

representations of everyday reality. ?e Lego Town world is 

a fundamentally utopian view of municipal life, built on a 

foundation of social democracy and labor dignity very 

much in keeping with the Great Society principles that 

continue to inform another important project of everyday 

fantasy: Sesame Street. Life in the Lego town is very much 

like that on Sesame Street, with the fundamentals of 

municipal life valorized into something more ideal, as in Set 

#1490, Bank, or #1772, Airport Container Truck.

 ?ese idealized version of reality are in a way just as 
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(if not more so) fantastic than their mythic counterparts, for they reassemble reality into 

something it decidedly is not. It’s hard to imagine a child romanticizing over an airport container 

truck, but in the fantasized world of the Lego Town, it becomes something special, and what 

perhaps is a dull job loathed by those who execute it becomes something cheerful and noble.

 No doubt some of this is a product of the social-democratic sympathies of Lego’s Danish 

roots. ?e idea of the Lego brick itself sprang from the educational beliefs of the Danish 

modernists who supported creativity and <exibility as the core of an equalitarian society. It is 

unsurprising, then, that the Lego Town looks so much like a modern imagining of Fourier’s labor 

utopia, the “new order” in which “the common people” would “enjoy a guarantee of well-being 

[and] a minimum of income su>cient for present and future needs.”2

 ?is is a theme surprisingly resonant amongst fantasy writing. ?e heroes of fantasy are 

o=en those who envision a more equal world and protect it against the whims of evil. Terms such 

as ‘enslavement’ and ‘domination’ are employed on the enemy side, whereas ‘freedom’ and ‘truth’ 

are adopted by the agents of good. ?is usage makes sense—a=er all, since fantasy is about 

imagining away the problems of real life, politico-social problems must also evaporate in the 

utopia-building of the imaginary world.

Belville and experimentations with gender.

 As in the literary genre of fantasy, Lego’s customers are disproportionately male, and the 

fantasy realms its worlds choose to focus on are ones culturally associated with boys. In an 

attempt to cope with this, Lego introduced its Belville line to o@er a particular feminized view of 

fantasy. In the elements they chose to emphasize and the way in which the line was received by 

the public, the problematic relationship of gender to fantasy remains stubbornly in the 

foreground.
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 For most boys, the Lego universe is gender-neutral. Figures, with a few 

exceptions, have male heads, but they have generally neuter bodies, and the 

easy replacement of heads onto other bodies renders gender a nonentity in the 

Lego world. A female pirate had very little to distinguish her from a male 

pirate. ?us, when Lego’s designers developed the Belville line, they were 

forced to add elements of ‘femaleness’ rather than stripping away elements of 

‘maleness’ in order to produce something which they hoped would appeal to 

young girls. What emerged was a bizarre fantasyland which appropriated some 

of the ideas of fantasy culture but varnished them so heavily with gendered images that the 

hierarchy of emphasis was deeply damaged.

 One notable addition of the Belville sets was large-scale ;gures with sculpted bodies, as in 

Set #5825, Stella and the Fairy. Presumably this emphasis on the female form was necessary to 

distinguish the sets from the rationalized, idealized 

forms of the mini-;gures and to provide girls with 

something more resembling a doll. But in doing so, it 

demysti;ed the otherworld, and made the environment 

too peripheral to the ;gure. While the scaling of the 

mini-;gures meant that they were always subsumed 

into a reality in which man was clearly part of a 

fantastic environment, the Belville sets chose to fantasize the body through forms and clothing of 

princesses and fairies, and to leave a fairly mediocre assembly of accessories to back them up.

 ?e Belville designers also tried to increase the appeal of the sets by playing fast and loose 

with their packaging. ?e other Lego worlds were already notorious for packaging which added 

backdrops and posing to make sets seem much more substantial than they really were, but the 

Belville packaging went over the top in utterly recontextualized the sets from their built forms. Set 
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#5804, Witch’s Cottage, shows two entire scenes of this 

rather nasty and conventional-looking witch on the front 

of the box, something which other worlds almost never 

did. As in all Belville packaging, a nightmare of pink 

engulfs the set on all sides, and tired icons of of sparkles 

and fairies do their best to distract from the fact that the 

set itself is unimaginative and symbolically trite.

 ?us the Belville project found itself largely unloved, perhaps because it so pigeonholed 

itself into a target audience rather than a genuine expression of the fantasy urge. A poll on the 

Fibblesnork LEGO Guide asked respondents “how they felt” about di@erent Lego worlds. Of 

Belville, 47% responded “why do they even bother?” Only 3% responded this way for Town, 2% 

for Space, and 4% for Castle.3 ?e poll is hardly scienti;c, and no doubt draws a predominantly 

male crowd, but it is an accurate barometer nonetheless of the ill-will that came of trying to 

‘feminize’ the Lego fantasyworld. 

The constructivist mode of reality. 

 Can the popularity of the Lego set merely be explained by its synchronization with 

existing patterns of cultural myth? I think that to truly comprehend why the Lego universe is so 

entrancing to many children is to appreciate its ability to make the most attractive promise of 

fantasy real—namely, the power to construct one’s own reality. ?e Lego world is a solipsistic 

world, in which the player has in;nite authorial control over the microcosm given the physical 

constraints of actual bricks.

 ?is is an appealing style of reality, and it is demonstrated in the degree of complexity 

which children develop for their worlds. My brothers and I found ourselves each building our 
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own spaceships or forest hideouts and then stitching them together with a story, fabricating a 

world that we then acted out ourselves playing in boats and in the woods. ?e Lego world gave 

images and forms to the products of these imaginary worlds, and in turn established some of the 

boundaries for what we then went on to imagine. We created Lego worlds, and then the Lego 

worlds created us.

 ?is implies that some of those who are drawn to Lego in particular and fantasy in general 

are those who have been frustrated by their power to realize the world of their imaginations on 

the stage of real life. ?ese re-mappings of power networks are important in understanding why 

particular elements of fantasy are over-emphasized in seemingly inexplicable ways at times. Why 

are there so many groups de;ned by their power status (Space Police as enforcers, Forestmen as 

rebels, &c.) in the Lego universe? Likely because they vent the frustration of children in coping 

with their own power status in the world.

 As each of us gradually began the process of self-actualizing and involving ourselves in 

projects engaged in the real world, my brothers and I all dri=ed away from Legos, just as we 

dri=ed away from fantasy literature. I do not mean to imply a simple inverse relation between 

feelings of power and satisfaction in the real world and an appreciation of the elements of fantasy. 

Fantasy is built on deeper foundations than that—foundations whose fundamental proximity to 

our cultural understanding is corroborated in the ways in which their images reappear 

throughout the Lego worlds. Yet we turn to these archaic, hopefully immutable foundations o=en 

when we feel the most in need of them, and when we need to be most sorely reminded of our 

ability to reimagine the world according to our whim. Taking up a Lego set gives physical 

presence to this activity which is carried out mentally in fantasy literature—a little built 

microcosm for the worlds we build in our minds.
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Image credits

?e images for all of the Castle, Space, Pirate, and Wild West worlds are taken from the Fibblesnork LEGO Guide, at 
http://www.lugnet.com/;bblesnork/lego/guide/.

Images for the Town and Belville Worlds are taken from Brickset LEGO Set Reference, at http://www.brickset.com/.

All images and sets, and the name Lego and its derivatives, are trademarks of the LEGO Corporation.
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